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Abstract: You will find commercial systems for tracking children for example Bluetooth-based tracking devices which are created to be worn by children like a bracelet or perhaps a necklace. This paper presents a method to watch pick-up/drop-from young children to boost the security of kids throughout the daily transportation to and from school. The machine includes two primary units, a bus unit along with a school unit. Public transit unit the machine can be used to identify whenever a child boards or leaves public transit. This post is conveyed towards the school unit that identifies which from the children didn't board or leave public transit and issues a reminder message accordingly. A C-program was written to switch the information between your RFID readers and also the GSM modem via a microcontroller to ensure they interfaced correctly. The GSM modem can be used to transmit this data towards the school unit. A microcontroller can be used to interface the RFID readers using the GSM modem. Certainly one of modems is situated in public transit unit to transmit SMS containing the tag serial figures to a different GSM modem within the school unit. The machine includes a developed web-based database-driven application that facilities its management and offers helpful details about the kids to approved personal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a method to watch the daily bus pick-up/drop-from children to boost the general safety from the daily bus transportation to/from soccer practice. An entire prototype from the suggested system was implemented and tested to validate the machine functionality. The outcomes reveal that the machine is promising for daily transportation safety. There has been a previous occurrence in which a child is forgotten within the bus and finally dies due to suffocation. Kid track biometric system where the children scan their palms across palm readers once they go into the bus. It uses an infrared light to image the palm unique pattern. It uses eco-friendly and red LEDs to guarantee the scan work. To enhance transportation safety, some schools use a bus supervisor to take care of the kids within the bus. The mother and father can sign in to system website and monitor the facts of the children. The units were implemented individually initially plus they were tested to see if these were working correctly. The machine checks and detects which child didn't board or leave public transit and issues a reminder message for this effect.

II. METHODOLOGY

Public transit unit accounts for discovering the kid as he boards or leaves public transit after which this post is delivered to the college unit. The college unit is a vital unit where it collects data all the buses, adds them somewhere database, checks should there be missing children, also it transmits a text notification for their parents. The restrictions considered within our system are: The machine shouldn't be dangerous for people or even the atmosphere. The unit should hurt the kid by any means. The machine ought to provide a choice to choose from different Languages. Children’s information ought to be readily available for approved personal. Public transit unit will identify the kids once they board/leave public transit. It'll use RFID technology to do this purpose. Fraxel treatments include a readers and tags. There are two kinds of RFID tags, passive and active tags. We chose passive RFID tags since there is a short studying range which fit our requirement to identify the kid as he is near to the readers. The server concurrently functions as database server and server for hosting the net-application designed to manipulate the machine setting, update, and query the machine database. A company rule is “a brief, precise, and unambiguous description of the policy, procedure, or principle inside a specific organization”. There are two choices to sign in to the web site, being a parent or being an administrator. The administrator can also add, modify, delete or view details about students as well as their relatives, buses and motorists. However, each parent can observe the status of his/her children when they board/leave public transit each morning and mid-day. The units were implemented individually initially plus they were tested to see if these were working correctly. Then, these were integrated and configured as needed for that system. The system test occurred for the units within our system: RFID readers and tags, GSM modems and college server. The GSM modem can be used to transmit this data towards the school unit. A microcontroller can be used to interface the RFID readers using the GSM modem. It was accustomed to test the readers support for multi-tag studying and verify the dwelling from the tags’ figures. A C-program was written to switch the information between your RFID readers and also the GSM modem via a microcontroller to ensure
they interfaced correctly. Certainly one of modems is situated in public transit unit to transmit SMS containing the tag serial figures to a different GSM modem within the school unit. First, the communication between these GSM modems were tested using Terminal program by delivering SMS in the first GSM modem as proven in figure 7(a) using AT instructions. The 2nd GSM modem received the SMS the first GSM modem sent. In the school unit, there's a web server, in which the web-based application and database are located and stored. This server will get the information sent in the bus unit using a GSM modem, analyze and reserve it. Whenever, the mixture is wrong, the access is denied. Then, the various functionalities supplied by the net-based application were verified. At the start, the admin functionalities were considered. A code designed in PHP reads the received SMS, updates the database, and notifies the mother and father if required. The very first entry for entering public transit each morning is placed to “no” to point a student didn't go into the bus yet. All of those other posts remain empty. Next it connects towards the serial communication port “COM1” and transmits some AT instructions to see the messages received through the modem. Then, it opens a text file and saves the messages inside it. The PHP code written for that SMS gateway was tested. To make use of the SMS gateway, the next parameters are positioned: user ID, password, language, recipients, and also the messages.

**Fig.1. Framework of proposed system**

### III. PREVIOUS STUDY

The clusters communicate the appropriate information using WLAN. The main disadvantage to this technique would be that the deployment price is high. One drawback to this kind of applications is they work only inside a limited range. You will find commercial systems for tracking children for example Bluetooth-based tracking devices which are created to be worn by children like a bracelet or perhaps a necklace. Kid track biometric system where the children scan their palms across palm readers once they go into the bus. It uses an infrared light to image the palm unique pattern. It uses eco-friendly and red LEDs to guarantee the scan work. The disadvantages of the system are the module might not be convenient for kids and wide-scale deployment is costly. In this kind of tracking, these units could be of a mobile application and may alert the mother and father if the youngster went outdoors a variety per them. When the child walked outdoors this range, the unit will be sending a reminder towards the parent.

### IV. CONCLUSION

The machine is aimed at instantly discovering whenever a child boards or leaves public transit and issue a reminder message whenever a child doesn't board or leave public transit to lessen the parents’ concerns about while using bus for that daily transport of the children without having to be lost or forgotten. A company rule is “a brief, precise, and unambiguous description of the policy, procedure, or principle inside a specific organization”. This paper presented an RFID-based system that is aimed at improving the safety of kids throughout the daily bus trip back and forth from the college. The GSM modem can be used to transmit this data towards the school unit. A microcontroller can be used to interface the RFID readers using the GSM modem. RFID-based recognition unit located within the bus detects the RFID tags worn through the children. Additionally, the machine checks the kid’s attendance and updates the database. A code designed in PHP reads the received SMS, updates the database, and notifies the mother and father if required. After that it transmits, using a GSM modem, the appropriate data somewhere database server.
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